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Experience from current conflicts is showing that it is hard to talk about the success of 

undertakings implemented by coalition forces. It turns out that military defeating the opponent 

and taking control of the area aren't a factor guaranteeing being a success in contemporary, 

connected operations. 

The military victory isn't guaranteeing the liquidation of everyone threats, and hence 

the political, ethnical, religion solutions of cultural problems. The existing situation results 

from the fact, that military operations leading you, major effort focused on the combating of 

terrorism or of paramilitary rebellious groups, for creating and keeping democratic power 

structures, forgetting not only about the citizen and his problems, but also about in order to 

get to know, to understand and only then to try to change in the society. Through exchanged 

factors cross-cultural contacts are getting for underlining differences in determined societies 

themselves.  

The fundamentalists adopted such concepts as “jihad,” “caliphate,” or “Islam.” In 

order to avoid dangerous cultural influences, they withdrew from the social mainstream and 

created sort of a counterculture.  They mastered the rationalism  and pragmatism controlling 

the modern world.  Under the watchful eye of charismatic leaders they undertook the effort of 

improving the ideology which was the ruling  force of  their  followers’ lives.  The extremists 

struggled with more and more sceptic attitude of the rest of the world to their faith. Finally the 

idea of restoring the lost holiness emerged.  
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